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10 October
Brexit Secretary David Davis said he could see advantages to the 
British pound falling to a three-decade low, arguing it would help 
exporters.

The euro area authorized a 1.1 billion-euro ($1.2 billion) payment 
to Greece and signaled a further 1.7 billion euros would follow this 
month, saying the region’s most indebted nation has made progress 
in overhauling its economy.

Saudi Arabia and Russia, the world’s two largest crude oil producers, 
said they’re ready to cooperate to limit output, helping send prices to 
a one-year high in London.

Singapore’s central bank is shuttering Falcon Private Bank in the city-
state on anti-money laundering breaches, the second bank to lose its 
license amid a probe on fund flows linked to 1Malaysia Development 
Bhd. or 1MDB.

11 October
The pound gained, halting a four-day slide against the dollar, after 
U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May accepted that Parliament should be 
allowed to vote on her plan for taking Britain out of the European 
Union, but asked lawmakers to do it in a way that gives her space to 
negotiate.

Less than a week after raising $3 billion in a private debt sale, Deutsche 
Bank AG returned for another $1.5 billion, offering yields that were 
more than twice what it paid to borrow a year ago.

Saudi Arabia’s austerity measures will slash capital spending this year 
by 71 percent, as the world’s biggest exporter of crude seeks to repair 
public finances damaged by low oil prices.

The world’s best-performing new listing this year is a Hong Kong civil-
engineering stock soaring for reasons that appear unrelated to its 
business.

13 October
Italians are about to have their say on Prime Minister Matteo Renzi and 
the economy isn’t doing him any favors.

OPEC’s effort to secure cooperation of non-members in a global deal 
to curb crude output will roll on from Istanbul to Vienna, with Russia 
on board but growing internal differences over sharing the burden of 
cuts.

Singapore’s central bank refrained from easing monetary policy, even 
as the export-dependent economy contracted the most in four years 
in the face of weak global demand.

China’s developers are reeling from a double blow of cooling measures 
on home sales and curbs on their access to the bond market.

14 October
The ultimate winner if Brexit forces banks to flee London may lie 3,500 
miles away, far beyond the borders of Europe.

The approval of Italy’s biggest banking merger in almost a decade 
marks a first step in a process of consolidation urged by regulators, 
investors and Prime Minister Matteo Renzi. But plenty of obstacles 
remain to further deals among the country’s beleaguered lenders.

About 2,000 kilometers from Beijing, one of China’s poorest provinces is 
pioneering a new development model -- one that has it leapfrogging 
right over the manufacturing base that’s been key to developing 
other parts of the country.

Billionaire James Packer’s Crown Resorts Ltd. plunged in Sydney 
trading after Chinese authorities detained 18 of the casino company’s 
employees including the head of international high-roller operations.

12 October
U.K. lawmakers approved an opposition Labour Party motion calling 
on the government to give Parliament the right to examine its 
negotiating strategy before Brexit talks that are set to start by the end 
of March.

Deutsche Bank AG will pay $9.5 million to settle U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission allegations that the bank failed to properly 
safeguard non-public information generated by its research analysts.

Egypt has received a $2 billion deposit from Saudi Arabia, an Egyptian 
central bank official said, bringing it closer to securing a $12 billion 
loan from the International Monetary Fund.

Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd., Asia’s biggest international carrier, 
scrapped its profit outlook and said the airline is doing a "critical 
review" of its business amid a deteriorating outlook.
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